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NON-LTE ASTROPHYSICS WD THE oRIGIN OF HIGH ENERGY CC)SMICRAYS

Stirling A. Colgate

Los Alamas National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 875L5

r ABSTWCT

The rrmst startling aspects of the universe are the departures
from che nonrinlfGrm, nonthermodynamlc equilibrium state. Mass
ctincentratiocs and high energy eleczromagnecic quanta and particles
are the primary examples. Of these various departures tt,eextremufi
of nonexplained phenomena is still the acceleration of c.osulicra>-s.
The lisualexplanations involving multlpie mechanisms contrlbutin.g tQ
vsric-us rzgions 01 the spectrum is suggested as most unlikely. In
particular, the suggestion of the acceleration of the very highest
erierg~-cosmic rays ~n distant actlvc gaiactlc nuclel is shs=fi tc b-
untenable

The
uniform,
maLter.

bec3u?e .JfphGLGn particle interactions.

INTRODLKTIUN

simplest state of affairs for our universe would be
hornogeneou:, lsotroplc, local thermodynar,lic eqijliibrium
It is the departures from this benihn state that art-

interestlng astrophysics. The extremum -)fthese ~epdrtures are bcLl,
the mass distr~but~ons of the universe, clusters, galaxles. drid
stars, and the extre-m Gf energy such as cosmic rays , qtiasars,
supernG1-ae, gamma bursts, and masers. The explanation Gt these
phenamcna, using the knevn laws c.[pby’slcs IS the essen~e c-f JsLm-

ph-ysics. There tirevery many puzzles; lt 1S surprlslrig hew r~ldrlarly
cf these problems are and how such rfepresslngly small progress has
hecn made in their resolution. On t?it’other hand. it 1s liearLclllrrg
t~.lt astrnphyslcs unlversa]ly resLrlcts lLsc]f to ::.(= laws (jf

phy~ics ~rsLcij here V-I carLh and SQ f%r has rPfriILnt!d ir(~m ~LLempt-

Ang tc Irl.:oke new laws 01”physlrs to expldln .Its Krcatefit CC,IiIrC.litd-

tloris. 1 vlli select one of these Loplcs. thr ultrahlgh ●nergy [~art

ot Lhe cusml~ ray spectrum and attc”m,lt Lo indkr LhP }IU7Z]C- sL1]] l~UrC’

diff][u]L for astrophysics Lo eKplaln. Yet I n~:e 111 pa~~lng Lliat

the radlatlon me(-hnnlsms of” qua~ars, Seyfert gfil~x]rs, an,l ai[lv(
ga]acti(- nbrlel at-e as rhlll~ngtngj (.)ras 11!_LIPuncf(~rs~c~c~{iat eVr I

1311fjLhat EllrlPrIIOvd ron.%lNt-nLly elthcr marginally k’ork or marglll.11l:;

donut ucrk and LhaL Kamma I)urst-s al-eBtl11 ~1tllE}lrllergv plicrl@mr’11~,11
thiJL await ar, cxlllnniltlcl;l.

~L”I”~A-}~]J]l ~Nl{I{G~ C(IS;IIC RAYS
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particles from the very lowest energies to the very highest. There
is nowhere in the spectrum a clear cut evidence for a peak and thus
a contribution from an entirely different mechanism for a given
group of particles. The special circumstance that any given rrecha-
nism should more or less serendipitously overlap another in just
such a faahion as to produce a monotonic spectrum would seem highly
unlikely. This is unlikely noL only because of the lack of a
se$ondary peak, but also because a second acceleration mechanism
shquld produce more lower energy particles than the presumed primary
mechanism.

STOCHASTIC PROPERTY OF ACCELERATION

Acceleration is a progressive departure from thermal and hence
low energy particles are nearly always overabundant. The general
property of an acceleration mechanism is that the probability of
producing a high-energy particle decreases as a function of energy
simply because the high-energy particle requires a greater coherence
or lifetime within the acceleration region. This is inherently true
for all proposed mechanisms. It is not true for a laboratory accel-
erator because of a perfection of construction whose a priori prob-
ability is of measure zero.

DIFFUSION ACCELERATION

It has been suggested that energy diffusjon accompanying
spatial diffusion within tb,e 8alaXy should lead to a monotohic
distribution from several different energy sources. A diffusion in
energy, however, is equivalent to a heating or acceleration of the
few llart-iclesthat-drift to high energy. A first order Fermi accel-
eration across supernova induced shock waves in the galactic medium
is now well recognized as a possible primary acceleration mechnni.sm,
Particles are scattered back and forth across the expandin~ shock
wavr by Alfvdil wave turbulence induced in turn by the the particle
diffusion, The limit to this process is gcner~liy recognized to bt’
roughly 1013 eV due to the ratio of particle Larmor o ‘bit to t-he

$
maximum (strong) shock diameter induced by the supernovti.

HYPOTHETICAL SECONDARY ACCELERATION

If a secoad mechanism exists to produce high enersy conrnic
ray~ , it must brcomr predominant within il factor of 2 in energy and
2 in nwgtiitudr of tht’ value where the primary mechanis~.. fai”ls,
othf?rwisc there will either be a peak in the spectrum or tOJ Inrge a

nrgat.ivr strp in flux to bc cor~~{~tenl.with the near constnnt
-,,$@;’”

law alopr t ,5 from thr measured spectrum from N(J E) = H

I)if’fusiotlrnu~t spreari thi~ ~er’orl(iary sourre in energy so tin not to
lcnvr’ n ~prrtra] “bump”. Such ~ti enrrgy djff’uslon will sprcqd thr

~rkondnry source tn li{ghrr encrg{t?s, i.e., a Lertiory mrchanismi

ThrII why not (Iispennv w~t.h t.ht$ ucron(lary oc(clvrtition nn(l just

dit f’IINr the upper energy limtt of the’ primary merh.lnism to still



higher energy by the tertiary mechanism? If there were such a
diffusion to high eaergy, this would be the primary mechanism.
Instefid it is generally believed that gala=ic diifusion removes
ener~y from the high “gy C$’s > 1013 el’ and lets high energy
particles preferentially cape, Hence the requirement to develup
the supernova interstellar medium shock mechanism to energize the
turbulent diffusion, but t. is energization leads to a modest upper
energy limit.

“ The second unlikely ci cumstance is that the proposed high
energy mechanism should not Jroduce more low energy particles than
the proposed primary mechanism. When one considers th; immense
scientific effort spent on the problem of the origin of CR’s it
would seem far less likely to accept the existence of any seren-
dipitous high energy source E > 1013 eV of just the right source
strength, energy, and lack of low energy acceleration than t.ostart
from scratch and say I am going to find an entirely new mechanism
for the full monotonic spectrum, In other words, a good theory of a
low energy source is less likely to be true just because it demands
a special high energy one to complete the picture. Whatever may be
the high energy source, this source is then more likely to dominate
the orignally proposed low energy one.

EXTRAGALACTIC ACCELERATION

The problem of multiple acceleration mechanisms is recognized
and taken seriously for ertergies less than galactic confinement,
Ep < 101s ev, but above this energy, it has been assumed that
cosmic rays must be accelerated in extra galactic space, more par-
ticularly in e~o i.c

,t
energetic objects like quasars and active

galactic nuclei.
Besides the difficulty of serendipitous matching in energy

flux, and lack of low energy particles, further difficulties can be
found.

The very highest energy cosmic rays were inferred from air
shower measqr~ments,

P
19 to 102” eV,

.J
and confirmed among various

experiuwnt.s. Greisen pointed out that such high energy particles
ir,the extragalact.ic environment would lose their energy in a Nubllle
expansicn time due to Doppler shifted collisions with the hlackhody

radiation. The predicted cutoff around 1020 eV is definitely not
seen and indeed the spectrum becomes flatter above IOis eV, t-he
rxact converse of tllr expectation. Very detailed calculatioils of
spallation of nuclei due to infrnred and star lifiht,p~ir production
and pion ~ Preduction were performed by Puget , Sterker, and

Bredekamp. Figure 1, reproduced from their article shows the

energy loss time due LO the blackhody photons alone, ‘IYle full

rbdiation spectrum used for the spallation analysis is shown in Fig.
2, Even with thr very weak photon flux in thf infrared and opt.~calt
the Doppler shifted ?rpallation of iron nuclei limits this poRfiiljle
explanation of the~e ultr~high energy rotimic rays to rithrr proto~)s

or iron nuclei within the+ lc)cdlriuprrclust.cr.
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Fig. 1. From Puget et al (1976). The energy loss time and attenu-
ation length for protons from pair production, redshift, and photo-
pion production losses. Also shown is the attenuation length for
‘6Fe from pair prod~cticn losses, Also, separate scales have been
added for the equivaleg process in the near radiation field of an
active galacLi~ nucleus (AGN) . The diagonal line added is the
approximation appropriate to these added scales.

What we now wish to point out is that the frequent assumption
of acceleration in active galactic nuclei in tne local supercluster
has far worse limitations due LO the same radiation damping.

ACCELERATION IN ACTIVk GALACTIC NUCLEI

The assumption of the acceleration of cosmic rays in Qut’sars,
BL lac objects, Seyfert galaxies, AGN (active galactic nuclei)
suffers in t,heextreme from the same ~roblem of photon damping, The
dampin8 or deceleration occurs within the photon energy density of
the emission by which we reco~nize the objects i.n the first pl&ce.
A particle can be accelerated inside or outside such an object

Inaidc and outside correspo~lds to an emission surface. In
general the innst energetic pher~omenon should occur inside, but it
would be Pagsible for a particle to be accelerated outside in a
magnetically conf’ned orbit. Therefore the following assumptions
are
any
1,

made as applying to any reasonable mechanism of acceleration in
AGN ,

The acceleration of n particle must takk plgce within, and the
particle traverae, at least one i-adius of the objel’t where the

radius corresponds to an emission surface inside of which the

photon flux i@ quasi-~sctropic.
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From Puget et al (1976). Computed background radia~ion
fields from quasars, Seyfert and related galaxies, and normal
galaxies. Separate scales and an extension of <he graph has been
added appropriate to the near radiation field of AGN.

2. Acceleration outside an emission surface ❑ust require at least
one or’it around the object in a presumed magnetic field strong
enough to confine the high enelgy particle.
Both circumstances lead to impossible loss of the cosmic ray

energy due to the two processes of pair production and pion pro-
duction, In the first case of pt~rely radial traversal of the emis-
sion nebula, the photons are quasi-isotropic in the rest frame and
i~ the second case the photon streaming will lead to a primarily

orthogonal flux, both of which lead to photon collision energies in
the frame of the cosm’~ ray particle essentially the same as cal-
culated by Puget et al, It should be notsd that one cannot use the
radial photon flux external to the surface to significantly acceler-
ate the particles further because of red shift and photon drag.

8

Under these circumstances uc can scale the photou damping or
cosmic ray energy loss to a standard AGN, Let the standard luminos-
ity bc

’46
= 1046 ●rg S-l

●nd radius for 10-dey fluctuation period be

R
16

= 10’6 cm

so that the photon energy flux at the surfare becomes



4 = 1013 L46 R;: ergs cm-2 s-’.

Some AGN’s have a peak in the emission spectrum in the long
wavelength IR, A ~ 100 microns about a factor of 10 shorter than the
cosmic black body radiation. Others like Seyfert galaxizs have
their peak in emission in the x-ray region. In general the fluctua-
tion time decreases for shorter wavelength, being months to years in
thq IR and as short as hours in the x rays for low luminosity
Seyferts. The average energy flux per logarithmic band width, d@/d
log (hV), is conservatively 1/10 the total luminosity so that the
average flux at the surface becomes

d$ S 1012 L46(hvev) d(log hv) ergs cm2 s
-1

where hu is the mean photon energy in eV in a band d(log hv) wide
and wher~vthe fluctuation time has been approximated as being

At ~ 106(hvct,)-* -$s so that R16 = (c/3) At = (hev)

corresponding to a fluctuation time of an hour for 10 keV x rays and
ayearat A=lmm. With this fluctuation time and L = 1046
ergs s -1 the photon emission is superluminal below hv = 1 eV.

Thi~ spectral flux +s shown as a separate scale and a line on
Fig. 2 from Puget et al and also as a time on the CR phOtOn loss
curve, Fig. ].

Here the rate per particle of pair or pion production is taken
es proportional to the pb.oton number density at the relative energy
I_’(hv)necessary ?.0 create pairs or pions. Since n(hv) a d@/(hv),
the loss time becomes independent of photon ener$y. Since this time
is 1015 seconds for the black body flux of 10 3 ergs (’mz s-l, the
AGN deceleration time becomes

At
loss = Atbb(@bb/OAGN) = L;: s .

The fluctuation time and hence radius of the surface of an AGN
is 104 times larger than this energy loss time even for the hard
x-ray upper limit of the spectrum ~ 10 keV for St’yfert galaxies.
The cosmic rays accelerated in such an object would therefore l.ikcly
bc truncaLcd for energies above

the pion threshold, or

r > 2 X 104, or
13 ev

cosmic ray energy E > 2 x 10 .

The spnllation of henvy nuclei. such a~ lIP WOU1(I of co~rse
extend to the euergy of the photo-nuclear thrrshold or a factor of
20 lower energy.



The large photon damping of the acceleration of high energy
cosmic rays is strongest for the highest energy particles in the
most energetic guasars where the emission peaks at 10-100 microns at
L = 1.047ergs s 1 and the luminosity fluctuation time is a year.
Here the damping time is 3 x 10-9 of the particle escape time at an
energy of 1018 to 1019 eV, Hence it seems unreasonable to expect
ultra high energy cosmic ray acceleration in AGN.

t
REMAINING ACCELERATION IN IGM

Currently we recognize the universe external to the Galaxy as
being filled with other galaxies, the intergalactic medium (IGM),
inter cluster medium, ICM, and AGN. The medium between galaxies and
between cluster members is similar in the sense that the magnetic
field, plasma energy density and particle density is less than that
within galaxies.

The cosmic ray energy limitation to shock wave acceleration in
the interstellar medium (ISM) applies also to the IGM, or ICM. The
much weaker fields < 10 2 of the ISM means the field times distance
(galaxy spacing) or-likely maximum larmor orbit size is not much
larger than within the galaxies - at mnst x 10 so that it is un-
likely that a factor of 107 (1013 eV to 1020 eV) higher acceleration
energy can be achieved by any of the presently proposed shock and
turbulence acceleration mechanisms.

The only remaining space is galaxies themselves. Ours is a

good example. I believe we must still look for the one singular
mechanism for cosmic ray acceleration within our cwn galaxy.

I am indebted to AlberC Petschek for discussions and review.
This wor~ has been supported by DOE and the Astronomy Section

of NSF.
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